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Abstract
LetD be an acyclic orientation of a graphG.An arc ofD is said to be dependent if its reversal creates
a directed cycle. Let d(D) denote the number of dependent arcs in D. Deﬁne dmin(G) (dmax(G)) to be
theminimum (maximum) number of d(D) over all acyclic orientationsD ofG.We determine dmin(G)
for an outerplanar graph G and prove that G has an acyclic orientation with exactly k dependent arcs
if dmin(G)kdmax(G).
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1. Introduction
Graphs considered in this paper are ﬁnite, without loops or multiple edges unless oth-
erwise stated. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph. We use |G| and ‖G‖ to denote the cardinalities
of the vertex set V and the edge set E, respectively.
Let D be an acyclic orientation of G. An arc of D is dependent if its reversal creates a
directed cycle; otherwise it is independent. Let d(D) be the number of dependent arcs in D.
Deﬁne dmin(G) (dmax(G)) to be the minimum (maximum) number of d(D) over all acyclic
orientations D of G. In a triangle T, if an edge is designated to be dependent, then an acyclic
orientation is completely determined once the direction of that edge is ﬁxed. If an edge of T
is designated to be independent, then the third vertex is either a source or a sink. Note that
dmin(T ) = dmax(T ) = 1.
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Edelman [2, Corollary 2] showed that dmax(G) = ‖G‖ − |G| + c if G is a graph having
c components. A graph G is said to satisfy the interpolation property if G has an acyclic
orientation with exactly k dependent arcs for every k satisfying dmin(G)kdmax(G).
West [6] established the interpolation property for complete bipartite graphs. Fisher et al.
[2] proved the following.
Theorem 1. A graph satisﬁes the interpolation property if its chromatic number is smaller
than its girth.
The interpolation of other graph-theoretic parameters have already been extensively
studied. The reader is referred to Topp and Vestergaard [5] for further references.
The underlying graph of theHasse diagramof a ﬁnite partially ordered set is called a cover
graph. It is well-known (see [4]) that a graph G is a cover graph if and only if dmin(G)= 0,
and that dmin(G) = 0 if the chromatic number of G is smaller than its girth. A non-trivial
example of a graph G with dmin(G) = 1 is Grötzsch’s graph (see [2]).
A graph is an outerplanar graph if it has an embedding in the plane so that every vertex
lies on the unbounded face. Any such particular embedding is called an outerplane graph.
Note that every outerplanar graph has a vertex of degree atmost two.Amaximal outerplanar
graph is an outerplanar graph that is not a spanning subgraph of any other outerplanar graph.
Hence all bounded faces of a maximal outerplane graph must be triangles. The boundary
of the unbounded face of a maximal outerplane graph G with at least three vertices is a
spanning cycle C. This cycle C is called the boundary of G and every edge of C is called an
outer edge.A vertex of degree two of a maximal outerplane graph determines a triangle that
is called an end face. The reader is referred to West [7, p. 254] for facts about outerplanar
and maximal outerplanar graphs.
In this paper, we will determine dmin(G) for every outerplanar graph G and prove that G
satisﬁes the interpolation property.
2. Maximal outerplane graphs
Lemma 2. Let D be an orientation of a maximal outerplane graph G. If the boundary of
G forms a directed cycle under D, so does the boundary of some bounded face of G.
Proof. This will be proved by induction on |G|. The lemma is trivial when |G| = 3. Now
suppose that |G|> 3. Choose a vertex x of degree two so that it forms an end face with its
two neighbors y and z. We may suppose that the two outer edges are oriented as y → x and
x → z. If the third edge is oriented as z → y, then the boundary of the bounded face [xyz]
forms a directed cycle. If we have y → z, then the boundary of the maximal outerplane
graph G − x is a directed cycle under D. By induction, there is already a bounded face of
G − x whose boundary forms a directed cycle. 
Corollary 3. Let G be a maximal outerplane graph. Then an orientation D of G is acyclic
if and only if none of the bounded faces of G have a boundary that forms a directed cycle.
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Proof. The necessity is trivial. Now assume that there exists a directed cycle C under D.
We consider the induced subgraph G[C] endowed with the restriction of the orientation D.
It is a maximal outerplane graph with at least three vertices whose boundary is a directed
cycle. By Lemma 2, some bounded face ofG[C] has a boundary that forms a directed cycle,
which contradicts the assumption. 
Another immediate consequence of Lemma 2 is the following.
Corollary 4. Let D be an acyclic orientation of a maximal outerplane graph G. Then an
edge of G is an independent arc in D if and only if it is an independent arc in any face
containing it.
The weak dual G∗ of a plane graph G is deﬁned as follows. For each bounded face f of
G, there corresponds a dual vertex f ∗. If the edge e of G is a common boundary of the
bounded faces f and g, then the corresponding dual edge e∗ joins the dual vertices f ∗ and
g∗. We also say that e is the dual edge of e∗. When G has no bounded faces, we make the
convention to let G∗ be the empty set. The weak dual, if non-empty, of an outerplane graph
is a forest and the weak dual of a maximal outerplane graph, if non-empty, is a tree whose
maximum degree is at most three.
A matching M in a graph G is a set of edges such that no two of them contain a common
vertex. An edge is called an M-edge if it belongs to M, a non-M-edge if it does not belong
to M. If a vertex v is incident to an M-edge, we say that M saturates v or v is M-saturated.
If v is incident to no M-edge, we say that v is M-unsaturated. A path is M-alternating if its
edges alternately are M-edges and non-M-edges. An M-alternating path is M-augmenting if
it begins and ends at M-unsaturated vertices. A well-known result of Berge [1] asserts that
a matching M is of maximum cardinality if and only if there exists no M-augmenting path.
A matching of maximum cardinality is called a maximum matching.
A vertex of a graph G is called a leaf if its degree is one, or a non-leaf if its degree is at
least two.
Lemma 5. Let T be a tree with at least one edge. Then there exists a maximum matching
M of T such thatM saturates all non-leaves of T , or more precisely, the set ofM-saturated
vertices includes the set of all non-leaves. Furthermore, any maximum matching M of T
that saturates all non-leaves of T will saturate at least one leaf.
Proof. Let M be a maximum matching of T that saturates the largest number of non-
leaves. Suppose on the contrary that some non-leaf v of T is M-unsaturated. Let P be
a longest M-alternating path beginning at the vertex v. Let P terminate at another ver-
tex u. Since P cannot be an M-augmenting path, u must be M-saturated. This also forces
u to be a leaf. Now take the symmetric difference N = M ⊕ E(P ). Then N is also a
maximum matching, and it saturates more non-leaves than M does. This contradicts the
choice of M.
Now let M be any maximum matching of T that saturates all non-leaves. If we apply the
above argument to a leaf v, then either v is already M-saturated or an M-saturated leaf u
will be found. 
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Theorem 6. Suppose that G is a maximal outerplane graph and G∗ is its weak dual. Let
M be a maximum matching of G∗ that saturates all non-leaves when G∗ has at least one
edge. Then there exists an acyclic orientation D of G satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Let u and v be two vertices in G∗. If the edge uv is an M-edge, then the edge xy of
G that is dual to uv is a dependent arc in D. If uv is an non-M-edge, then xy is an
independent arc in D.
(2) Let f be an end face of G. If the vertex f ∗ of G∗ dual to f is M-unsaturated, then any
of the two outer edges of f can be the unique dependent arc in f .
Proof. If G∗ is a single vertex, then G is a triangle, hence any edge can be made to be the
unique dependent arc of an acyclic orientation of G.
If G∗ has at least one edge, then it is a tree. Let M be a maximal matching that saturates
all non-leaves of G∗. We will construct an acyclic orientation of G by visiting the vertices
of G∗ according to a breadth-ﬁrst-search order and giving directions to the corresponding
faces of G. In view of Corollary 3, we will make each newly encountered face acyclic in
order to reach a ﬁnal acyclic orientation of the entire graph G.
Take an M-saturated leaf r to be the root of G∗. Let s be the only child of r. Suppose that
the end face of G corresponding to r is [xyz] such that rs is the dual edge of xy. We choose
an orientation of xy, say x → y. Then we orient the other edges as x → z → y. Thus xy is
the unique dependent arc in the face [xyz].
In the subsequent stages, when the next vertex u of G∗ is visited, let u′ denote its parent.
Let uu′ be dual to the edge xy of G. Then xy has already been oriented, say x → y. Let z
denote the third vertex of the face corresponding to u. If uu′ is an M-edge, then we must
orient the other edges as x → z → y. Assume that uu′ is a non-M-edge. Then we can make
z a source or a sink of [xyz] depending on whether yz or xz is assigned to be a dependent
arc.
If we have designated one of the two outer edges to become a dependent arc in every
end face whose dual vertex is M-unsaturated, then the directions of all edges are uniquely
determined once the ﬁrst edge has been oriented. Note that no bounded face ever formed a
directed cycle throughout our construction. Hence all conditions of the theorem are met by
means of Corollaries 3 and 4. 
An edge cover of G is a set L of edges so that every vertex is incident to some edge of L.
Let ′(G) denote the minimum cardinality of an edge cover of G. Furthermore, let ∗(G)
denote the sum of ′(G) and the number of isolated vertices of G. By convention, ∗(∅)=0.
Theorem 7. Let G be a maximal outerplane graph with its weak dual G∗. Then dmin(G)=
∗(G∗).
Proof. Suppose that D is an acyclic orientation of G with d(D)= dmin(G). If |G|3, then
the theorem holds trivially. Suppose that G has at least four vertices. Now ∗(G∗)=′(G∗)
since G∗ has no isolated vertices. We are going to construct an edge cover L of G∗ as
follows. Let the edge xy of G be an dependent arc in D. If xy has a dual edge uv in G∗, then
we put uv into L. If xy has no dual edge, then it is an outer edge of a bounded face f of G.We
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choose the unique edge of G∗ incident to the dual vertex f ∗ and put it into L. Since each
bounded face has one dependent arc, the set L is an edge cover of size dmin(G). It follows
that dmin(G)′(G∗).
Next we want to show that the above lower bound for dmin(G) can be achieved by some
acyclic orientation. LetM be amaximummatching ofG∗ and letD be the acyclic orientation
of G described in Theorem 6. There is a bijection between the edges of M and the dependent
arcs of D that are not outer edges of G. There are |G∗|−2|M| M-unsaturated vertices. Each
M-unsaturated vertex u is a leaf ofG∗. The end face of G corresponding to u has exactly one
outer edge that is a dependent arc in D. Therefore d(D) = |M| + (|G∗| − 2|M|) = |G∗| −
|M| = ′(G∗), where the last equality holds by a theorem of Gallai [3] (or [7, Theorem
3.1.14]), proving that dmin(G) = d(D) = ′(G∗). 
Theorem 8. Let G be a maximal outerplane graph and G∗ its weak dual. Then there exists
an acyclic orientation D of G with exactly k dependent arcs if ∗(G∗)k‖G‖−|G|+1.
Proof. This will be proved by induction on |G|. When |G|3, it is obviously true.Assume
that the theorem holds for 3 |G|<n. Now suppose that |G| = n.
Let [xyz] be an end face of G such that the degree of x is two. Let v denote the dual
vertex to [xyz]. Suppose that G1 is the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertex x.
Then the weak dual G∗1 of G1 is obtained from G∗ by deleting v. Our induction hypothesis
implies that there exists an acyclic orientation D1 of G1 with exactly k dependent arcs if
∗(G∗1)k‖G1‖ − |G1| + 1 = ‖G‖ − |G|. Now suppose that y → z in D1. We extend
D1 to an orientation D of G by adding the arcs y → x and z → x. By Corollary 3, D
is an acyclic orientation. In addition to all the dependent arcs of D1, y → x is the only
extra dependent arc. If ∗(G∗1) = ∗(G∗) − 1, then the above extension has proved the
theorem. If ∗(G∗1) = ∗(G∗), then the above extension together with Theorem 7 ﬁnish
the proof. 
3. Outerplane graphs
Lemma 9. Let D1 and D2 be two acyclically oriented graphs such that they intersect at
precisely one arc x → y. Then an arc of D1 ∪ D2 is a dependent arc if and only if it is a
dependent arc in D1 or D2. Hence
(1) If the arc x → y is dependent in bothD1 andD2, then d(D1∪D2)=d(D1)+d(D2)−1.
(2) If the arc x → y is not dependent in D1 or D2, then d(D1 ∪ D2) = d(D1) + d(D2).
Proof. Since any directed cycle appearing in D1 ∪ D2 passes through the vertices x and y,
either D1 or D2 would be forced to possess a directed cycle. Thus we know that D1 ∪ D2
is acyclic. It is obvious that d(D1 ∪ D2)d(D1) + d(D2) − 1. Let u → v be an arc of D1
that is distinct from x → y and dependent in D1 ∪ D2. Hence, its reversal will produce a
directed cycle C in D1 ∪D2. Since C ∩D2 together with x → y cannot be a directed cycle
in D2, C ∩ D1 together with x → y must be a directed cycle in D1. Therefore u → v is
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dependent in D1. Similarly, any arc of D2 that is distinct from x → y and dependent in
D1 ∪ D2 is dependent in D2. Then conditions (1) and (2) follow immediately. 
Suppose that G∗ is the weak dual of an outerplane graph G. Let T be the set of vertices in
G∗ that are dual vertices of triangles in G. If T is empty, let GT be the empty set; otherwise
let GT be the subgraph of G∗ induced by T.
Theorem 10. Suppose G is an outerplane graph. Then dmin(G) = ∗(GT ).
Proof. Wemay suppose thatG is connected. Since the existence of cut vertices and cut edges
do not affect the number of dependent arcs, we may further assume that G is 2-connected.
If GT is empty, then the girth of G is at least four. However, the chromatic number of an
outerplane graph is at most three. Hence dmin(G) = 0 = ∗(GT ).
Now suppose that GT is non-empty. Let the components of GT be G∗i , where 1 im.
LetGi denote the induced subgraph ofGwhoseweak dual isG∗i . Since eachGi is amaximal
outerplane graph, any acyclic orientation ofGwill have at least
∑
1 im 
∗(G∗i )=∗(GT )
dependent arcs.
For each i, 1 im, there exists an acyclic orientationDi ofGi having∗(G∗i ) dependent
arcs byTheorem 7. LetH ∗ be the subgraph ofG∗ induced by the vertex setV (G∗)−V (GT )
such that its components are H ∗j , where 1jn. Let Hj denote the induced subgraph of
G whose weak dual is H ∗j . Since each Hj is a connected outerplane graph with girth at least
four, there exists an acyclic orientation D′j of Hj without any dependent arc.
If any pair Gi and Hj have a non-empty intersection, then they intersect at a unique
edge. By reversing all arcs of a subgraph if necessary, we may assume that common edge
has the same direction in both Gi and Hj . By Lemma 9, we have d(Di ∪ D′j ) = d(Di) +
d(D′j )= d(Di)= ∗(G∗i ). Note that all arcs in Hj , except that arc common to both Gi and
Hj , are still independent in Gi ∪ Hj . This process of pasting together can be continued
so that ﬁnally d(G) = ∑1 im ∗(G∗i ) = ∗(GT ). Consequently, we have dmin(G)=
∗(GT ). 
Theorem 11. Let G be a connected outerplane graph. Then there exists an acyclic orien-
tation D of G with exactly k dependent arcs if ∗(GT )k‖G‖ − |G| + 1.
Proof. LetGi (1 im) andHj (1jn) be deﬁned as in the previous theorem. It is easy
to see that ‖G‖ − |G| + 1 =∑1 im (‖Gi‖ − |Gi | + 1)+
∑
1 jn (‖Hj‖ − |Hj | + 1).
If k satisﬁes ∗(GT )k‖G‖ − |G| + 1, then k = k1 + k2 + · · · + km+n such that
∗(G∗i )ki‖Gi‖− |Gi | + 1 for 1 in, and 0kn+j ‖Hj‖− |Hj | + 1 for 1jn.
Applying Theorems 1 and 8 to each Gi and Hj , we get orientations with the appropriate
numbers of dependent arcs. We follow the same pasting procedure in the proof of the
previous theorem. We need one slight modiﬁcation. Suppose that we are pasting Gi and
Hj together along a common arc x → y. Then there is a face [xyz] in Gi . If x → y is
dependent in both Gi and Hj , then we reverse the arc x → z to make x → y independent
and z → y dependent in Gi before we do the pasting. This operation does not change
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the number of dependent arcs in Gi . The existence of an orientation of G with the desired
number of dependent arc follows from such a pasting procedure. 
Corollary 12. Let G be an outerplane graph having c components. Then there exists an
acyclic orientation D of G with exactly k dependent arcs if ∗(GT )k‖G‖ − |G| + c.
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